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definition of human rights
The Memorial Human Rights Center, which publishes an annual list of political prisoners, has been ordered to close, a day after another wing of the group was liquidated.

as russia’s courts muzzle memorial human rights group, activists stress that ‘the truth is on our side’
On Dec. 28, the Russian Supreme Court ordered the liquidation of the Memorial society, the oldest human rights organization in Russia.

russia shuts down human rights watchdog, passes mass burial law in preparation for war
Dyson’s Malaysian supplier ATA IMS Bhd will work with the national human rights institution to improve its environmental, labour and social and governance (ESG) practices, the parts maker said on

dyson supplier ata to work with human rights commission
After the imprisonment of prominent activists earlier this month, an anonymous student argues that the West cannot turn a blind eye to human rights abuses in Vietnam

the west cannot ignore human rights abuses in vietnam
Russia’s Supreme Court ruled that Memorial, one of the country’s oldest and most prominent human rights organizations should be shut down.

russian court orders shutdown of one of the country’s oldest human rights groups
A report published on Monday revealed that the United States has brazenly resorted to human rights politicization to maintain its political interests and global hegemony.

u.s. politicization of human rights erodes foundation of human rights governance: report
Across the globe, young members celebrated the 20th anniversary of Youth for Human Rights International on Human Rights Day.

standing up for the rights everyone has simply because they are human
The ruling signals the Kremlin’s determination to obliterate dissent, after a year that has seen authorities jail and harass hundreds of opposition figures and activists.

russian court abolishes memorial, the country’s most prominent human rights group
The Human Rights and Alliance of Civilizations Room of the Palace of Nations, in Geneva, Switzerland. The room is the

new year’s resolution? abolish the un human rights council
In appointing the new Right to Information commissioners to five year terms, the government has chosen persons with credibility within human rights organisations. Two in particular are worthy of

commitment to human rights needs to become more institutionalised
A Memorial Society supporter is seen outside the Moscow City Court that continues to hear a lawsuit filed by the Russian Prosecutor General’s Office against the nonprofit organization. (Maksim Blinov

the russian supreme court moves to shut down a prominent human rights group
In this letter, we express our solidarity with our Russian friends, with whom we have spent more than 30 years helping former Gulag prisoners, defending human rights and in recent years opposing

“memorial” cannot be closed - it is the need to know the truth about the tragic past: statement of the ukranian human rights organizations
Corporate money and Democratic Party apparatchiks have transformed PEN America into a servant of the ruling class

pen america, the “human rights” careerists and the betrayal of julian assange
UN human rights experts* are appalled by the conviction and long-term sentencing in Viet Nam this week of four prominent human rights defenders and journalists who were accused of spreading anti-State

viet nam: un experts appalled by the conviction of four human rights defenders
Media freedom is the foundation of democracy and any attack on media freedom damages that foundation, causing the pillars to crumble. As China continues to tighten its grip over Hong Kong, Hong Kong

the end of media freedom in hong kong?
The Georgian Parliament should reject draft legislation undermining the independent functioning of the State Inspector’s Service, The Council of Europe Commissioner for human rights, Dunja mijačič

the council of europe commissioner for human rights criticizes georgia’s plan to abolish state inspector’s service
The European Court of Human Rights is asking Norway to respond to charges by activists that allowing new oil and gas drilling in the Arctic during an environmental crisis may breach fundamental

the european court orders norway to end drilling in the arctic
The Russian Supreme Court Tuesday ordered the liquidation of Memorial International, one of Russia’s oldest and most well-respected human rights organizations, which was established in the late

ruussian court orders human rights ngo to close for “foreign agent” law violation
Ethiopia prime minister Abiy Ahmed is waging war against Tigruyans in the north and stamping out dissent among ethnic Oromos in the south.

the mysterious death of a human rights lawyer during political turmoil in ethiopia
English News and Press Release on Bangladesh about Health and Protection and Human Rights; published on 22
from women’s rights to human rights: highlights of 16 days of activism against gender-based violence in Cox’s Bazar
By LaKeshia N. Myers
Archbishop Desmond Tutu said, “I am not interested in picking up crumbs of compassion thrown from the table of someone who considers himself my master. I want the full menu of there can be no masters at the table of human rights
Following two Russian court decisions this week to close both the International Memorial Society and its sister organization Human Rights Center Memorial, the OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions closure of Russian memorial organizations of grave concern, OSCE human rights head says
ART has partnered with the Fitton Center to bring its latest exhibition, “Human Rights: Derechos Humanos” to the Greater Cincinnati area.
new exhibit: human rights issues addressed from a bilingual perspective
The rule of law is society’s legal underpinning guaranteeing human rights and creating economic opportunity and development, and we lawyers are often the first line of defense. The universal commitmen lawyers around the world: around the clock for the rule of law
Claiming Kashmir-based rights defender Khurram Parvez to be a victim of reprisals for reportedly sharing information on human rights violations with the UN, United Nations human rights experts un human rights experts call for the release of Kashmir-based activist Khurram Parvez
The color of law has always been white. Now, we’re holding folks accountable.” Myers said the Minneapolis police Department and the state of Minnesota should be held accountable, as well. “How was Chauvin the color of law
But Stephanie Boyce, president of the Law Society, said any changes to the Human Rights Act should be led by evidence and not driven by political rhetoric. She said: “British judges deliver
raab to claim overhaul of human rights law will counter ‘political correctness’
With the monumental challenges occurring around the world, the stakes are too high to get this wrong. The Biden administration must focus on the rights laid out in the UDHR and avoid distractions. The amid the push for faux ‘rights,’ human rights day reminds us of what matters
that human rights should be protected by the rule of law. Whereas it is essential to promote the development of friendly relations between nations, Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have universal declaration of human rights
Planned changes to the Human Rights Act have been condemned as a “blatant, unashamed power grab from a government that wants to put themselves above the law” by campaigners. Justice Secretary human rights reforms slammed as an ‘unashamed power grab’ by government that wants to ‘put itself above the law’
the government is also attempting to put itself above the law by taking away the power of the courts to declare whether laws passed by parliament are compatible with human rights. It wants to tie who will stop human rights abuses if the government puts itself above the law?
On March 30th, 2021, Secretary of State Anthony J. Blinken decisively repudiated the report of the Commission on Unalienable Rights, Secretary Mike Pompeo’s human rights advisory committee.
human rights at home blog
How do you tackle the complicated and often seemingly insurmountable problem of human rights abuses around the citizens outside of legitimate law enforcement and intelligence applications.
the intersection of export controls and human rights: combating the misuse of technologies to curb human rights abuses
Fearing “deadly consequences,” human rights groups in the Philippines have expressed dismay after the Supreme Court upheld most provisions of the anti-terror law philippine human rights groups dismayed after supreme court rules parts of anti-terror law constitutional
Plans to overhaul the Human Rights Act have been described as a “blatant, unashamed power grab from a Government that wants to put themselves above the law”. The proposals to prevent “abuses of the government ‘putting themselves above the law’ with human rights reforms
The Philippines’ highest court has struck down a “killer caveat” in President Rodrigo Duterte’s controversial anti-terrorism law, but critics said on December 9 the rest of the legislation still
philippines anti-terrorism law ‘threatens human rights’
Conflict Affected Areas and Responsible Exit According to the Geneva Academy of International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights, there are more than 80 armed conflicts involving at least 55 states...